Press release
A new HYPOXI® location in Lindau, Lake Constance, Germany
Straß im Attergau, February 2022

The HYPOXI®-Studio Lindau has been open since February 2022.
“My name is Daniel Rützler. I have been working in the body forming industry with my wife
Yvonne for two years. We wanted to expand our offer because we have received a lot of
positive feedback about HYPOXI® from our environment. So we decided to open a new
HYPOXI®-Studio in Lindau.”
The team was educated by Master Trainer Yvonne Koch, to offer the HYPOXI-Training® for
those who suffer from Lipoedema alongside the HYPOXI® Intensive and follow up programs.
Together with Yvonne and Daniel Rützler we are pleased that there is now also the possibility to
use the HYPOXI-Method® in the region of the beautiful Lake Constance.

From the left to the right: Daniel and Yvonne Rützler, Grit Burmeister
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The HYPOXI® devices at a glance:
HYPOXI-Trainer® S120
The S120 combines the three components of HYPOXI-Method® effectively:
The computer-controlled alternation of high and low pressure takes place in
a chamber that reaches up to the hips. The gentle exercise takes place
sitting on the integrated bicycle ergometer. This puts the problem areas –
hip, underbelly, buttocks and legs - under pressure, facilitates the activity of
the veins and eliminates fat in a targeted manner.

HYPOXI-Trainer® L250
The L250 permits the alternating application of low-pressure for the
underbelly, hip, behind and legs. The comfortable reclined position relieves
the body of most of its weight during training and promotes the elimination of
liquids and toxins. The results are beautiful, slender legs and a visible
reduction of cellulite.

HYPOXI-Vacunaut®
The Vacunaut is used to reduce the girth of the stomach and hips. Training
is performed in the HYPOXI®-PressureSuit with an integrated network of
122 high and low pressure chambers.
During moderate exercise - which can take place on a treadmill, exercise
bicycle or other popular cardiovascular exercise equipment - the application
of high and low pressure targets the abdomen and hips.
HYPOXI® HD-Comfort
In order to remain firm and strong the skin needs special treatments. 400
active vacuum chambers integrated in the problem areas in HYPOXI® HDPressureSuit ensure that the skin gets the exercise it needs. A comfortable
lounge chair with integrated high and low-pressure technology ensures
pleasant relaxation while the elastic connective fibres of the skin work
diligently to achieve smooth, firm skin.
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